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Mr M Cotter,
UNIQUE REF EA2-AFP057
UNIQUE REF EA1N-AFP057
My house is located less than a few hundred metres north of the proposed substation. I bought the house in a run
down state in 2012 and have renovated it over the last eight years. For clarity I was not even allowed to change
a window frame without listed building planning permission as it might compromise the buildings curtilige and
the setting. Now it seems it’s ok for a Spanish conglomerate to totally destroy My house’s setting, Friston and
most of the surrounding area all the way to Thorpeness cliffs with massive and not required infrastructure. This
is indeed very wrong and if permission is given It will be a travesty of of what is right for our county. My house
was to be my retirement, to sell in later years with a little for my children. I am now sixty, a substation of this
vast scale as my neighbour will render my investment worthless and steal my children’s inheritance.
If building of the substation goes ahead I will not be able to move for a least 15 years I will be an old man! I
will have spent my twighlight years listening to major construction, It makes me very sad.
This power is not needed for Suffolk its to fuel the rising population of our country which is a result of the
government not legislating correctly for immigration, put the substation in London, that’s where the power is
required!
The countryside surrounding my property is not replaceable. If you allow its destruction it’s gone forever, I
have a badger sett in my garden and barn owls patrol my meadow for voles, you will hammer nails into their
coffins if this monstrosity is constructed.
Why allow a DCO process for a proposal that is so ridiculous? The rules need to be changed so a proposal is
considered for its technical and environmental merit and to be meaningful before it is accepted for
consideration.
We all know that there are much better alternatives than the destruction of the Suffolk countryside.
Just a thought that should also be considered, if the current and future planned power connections to the
Sizewell grid goes ahead there is potential to put 4.5 gigawatts through the lines. If there where a fault which is
a postulated fault that took all circuits down there is the potential due to the frequency dip to severely
compromise the country’s electricity supply, this needs consideration also. Don’t put all are eggs in one basket.
To sum up, I am for wind power that is delivered and engineered in a green way, this DCO application is
certainly not that and I vehemently oppose the application in its current guise.
I support the views of our MP Theresa Coffee, SEAS, SASES, the councils and all the other learned
organisations whom are telling you this is not the correct approach. You know what is the correct approach and
what should be done, there is time to do these projects correctly, please make the correct decisions for the sake
of future generations.
Kind Regards
Martin Cotter,

.

